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This short paper describes work similar to that appear�
ing in Buchberger�s ���� thesis inventing Gr�obner bases	
but in the context of Lie Algebras
 Preceding Buchberger
by only three years	 this paper	 along with the two cited
references	 are the original papers de�ning what have be�
come known as Gr�obner�Shirshov bases


� Introduction

In the preceding work of the author ��	 we examined cer�
tain algorithms and problems in the theory of ��algebras

There we indicated some literature pertaining to the ques�
tions considered


In the present work	 similar questions are examined in
the case of Lie algebras


Unfortunately	 obtaining solutions to the identity prob�
lem in this case has been unsuccessful
 However	 the iden�
tity problem is solved for Lie algebras with their de�ning
relations and for Lie algebras with homogeneous sets of
their de�ning relations
 In addition	 proving theorems for
free Lie algebras is analogous to corresponding theorems
in group theory


� De�nition of Composition

Let L be a free Lie algebra over some �eld P with a set
R � fa�g	 � � I	 of free generators
 For brevity of
exposition in what follows	 de�nitions and results of the
author�s work �� are utilized without special explanation


Having �xed once and for all some ordering on the
set R	 we de�ne regular associative and regular non�
associative words	 the generating elements of this set


In ��	 we proved that the regular non�associative words
form a basis of the algebra L
 In what follows	 unless
otherwise stipulated	 no matter of which element of the
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algebra L we speak	 we have in mind its representation in
the form of a linear combination of elements of this basis


The regular associative word corresponding to the lead�
ing term of an element b � L �without coe�cient� is de�
noted by b


Thus we choose two arbitrary elements b and c in L	
such that b � b�b� and c � c�c�	 where b� � c�� b�	 b�	 c�
are some �nonempty associative� words	 and the leading
term coe�cients of the elements b and c are equal to one


Lemma �� The associative word u � b�b�c� � b�c�c� is

regular�

Proof� Let u � w�w� and w� appear as a subword of the
word b
 Then b � w�v	 b � v	 and this means w�w� �

w�w�
 In this same case	 when w� appears as a subword of
the word c�	 i
e
 c� � c��w�	 the inequality w�w� � w�w�

appears as a consequence of the obvious inequalities w� �

c� � c � u


In agreement with Lemma � of ��	 we form non�
associative words b� and b�	 having arranged the paren�
theses in the word u in two di�erent ways� u� �
f� � � ��bq��q� � � � gqs	 where the qi are regular �non�
associative� words	 q�q� � � � qs � c� and q� � q� � � � � �
qs� u� � r�fr� � � � �rt���rtc� � � � g	 where the rj are reg�
ular non�associative words and r�r� � � � rt � b�
 Let
u�� � f� � � ��bq��q� � � � gqs and u�� � r�f� � � �rt���rtc� � � � g


De�nition �� We will denote the composition �b� c�c� of
the elements b and c relative to the word c� by the element
t � ��u�� � u���	 where � � P is a factor	 the inverse of
the leading term coe�cient	 of the element u�� � u��


Consequently	 composition is clearly not de�ned for ev�
ery pair b� c of elements of the algebra L and its existence
depends on the word c�


Lemma �� For the pair b� b� composition is impossible to

form�

Proof� It is su�cient to show that two representations
b � b�b� � b�b� are impossible	 where b� is a nonempty
associative word


�



Let b � b�b� � b�b�
 From the de�nition of regular	 it
follows that b � b�b�	 i
e
 b� � b�
 On the other hand	 b �
b�b�	 i
e
 b� � b�
 The contradiction is obvious
 We note
that if the composition �b� c�c� is de�ned for some word
c�	 then the composition �c� b�b� of the elements c and
b is impossible to form	 since the previous result on the
existence of the composition �b� c�c� induces the inequality
b � c


� Some Identity Problems

We examine the essentials for the de�nitions that follow


De�nition �� The �nite set S � fsig	 i � �� � � � � k	 of
elements of the algebra L is called reduced if none of the
associative words si appears as a subword of any other
word sj �si� sj � S�	 and the leading term coe�cients of
its elements are equal to one


Let S be some reduced set of elements of the algebra L	
and S� be the set of leading terms of elements of the set S
and of elements obtained from elements of the set S with
the help of all possible �for every term� compositions


De�nition �� The reduced set S of elements of the al�
gebra L is called stable if the degree of the composition
�s�� s���c of any two elements s� and s�� belonging to S	 is
obtained either from elements of the set S with the aid
of some number of compositions	 each of greater degree
than the elements s�	 s��	 or if none of the elements of
the set S� contains any other element of this same set as
a subword �in particular	 all elements of the set S� are
distinct�


Theorem �� Let S be some stable set of elements of the

algebra L� Then there exists an algorithm� allowing us to

determine in a �nite number of steps� whether or not an

arbitrary element t � L belongs to the ideal hSi generated
by S in the algebra L�

Proof� We deduce Theorem � from the following lemma


Lemma �� An element t � L belongs to the ideal hSi�
generated in L by elements of the stable set S� if and only

if the word t contains one of the words of the set S� as a

subword�

Proof� Let t � hSi
 Then the element t is represented
in the form of a linear combination of elements di of
the form di � c�c� � � � ckispif�f� � � � fli 	 where parenthe�
ses are arranged in some way	 si � S	 and cj � fj are
regular words
 Since the regular associative words u

and v are greater than the regular words uv and vu	
without loss of generality	 it is possible to assume that
di � c�c� � � � ckispif�f� � � � f li is a regular word
 The as�

sertion of the lemma is obvious if the word d� is greater
than the word di of highest degree� it has no equal among
the remaining words dj 	 j �� �	 dependent on the element
t
 Now let d� � dj 	 j �� �
 We consider �rst the simplest
case	 when spj appears as a subword of one of the words

c�c� � � � cki or f�f� � � � f li 

We consider the �rst case �the second is entirely anal�

ogous to the �rst�
 From the regularity of the words
dj � sp� � spj 	 it follows ���	 Lemma �� that it is possible

to arrange the parentheses in the word dj in the following
manner�

d
� � c

�

�c
�

� � � � c
�

q�� � � ���spj c
�

q���c
�

q��� � � � c
�

r

� � � ck� �� � � ���sp�f
�

��f
�

�� � � � f
�

mfm� � � � fl�

where c��	 f
�

� are regular words	 c�q�� � c�q�� � � � � � c�r	
f �� � f �� � � � � � f �m	 parentheses stand in the remaining

places just as in the word �
dj 	 and �si denotes the regular

non�associative word corresponding to si
 Let further d
�

�

and d�j denote the elements of the algebra L obtained
from d� as a result of substituting �sp� for sp� 	 �spj for spj 	
respectively


In an obvious way	 the di�erences d� � d�� and dj � d�j
admit expression in the form of a linear combination of
elements	 analogous to di	 but having a leading term less
than that of d�
 As in the proof of ��	 Lemma �	 it was
proved that the di�erence d�j � d�� admits an analogous
expression
 Consequently	 the equation

dj � d� � �d� � d
�

�� � �d�j � d
�

�� � �dj � d
�

j�

follows	 where it is possible to replace the element dj by
a sum of the element d� and of some other analogous
elements with smaller leading terms
 Reduction of such
terms decreases the domain of leading terms	 or obviously
lowers the leading term induction


Still possible is the case when sp� � e�e�	 spj � e�e�


Then by Lemma �	 the subword e�e�e� of the word d� is
regular� it is possible to order the parentheses in the word
e � e�e�e� in the two ways described in the de�nition of
composition	 and to extend both this and other orderings
of parentheses in a unique way to the complete ordering of
parentheses in the word d�
 The di�erence � of elements
d��� and d��j 	 obtained as indicated with the help of the
substitution of the words �sp� and �spj corresponding to

sp� and spj 	 might be obtained from the word d� with the
help of the substitution of the word e in the composition

�



�sp� � spj �e� and the consequent ordering of parentheses	
as in the elements d��� and d��j 
 As in the preceding case	
the proof is complete by the considered equation

dj � d� � �d� � d
��

� � � �dj � d
��

j �� ��

To prove Theorem �	 it su�ces to convince oneself that
it is possible in a �nite number of steps to write out the
elements of the set S� whose degree does not exceed the
degree of the element t
 If the word t is contained as a
subword in some word from S�	 then an element t� can
be found in the ideal hSi such that t� � t
 Then instead
of the element t above	 we should consider the di�erence
t� t�


Corollary �� There exists an algorithm solving the iden�

tity problem for Lie algebras with one de�ning relation�

This follows from the obvious stability of the set con�
sisting of one element


Corollary �� No Lie algebra with one de�ning relation

exists� having �nite dimension � ��

From this	 the assertion follows	 that in the Lie algebra
with relation s � �	 distinct words vi	 for which vi is not
contained as a subword of the word s	 are nevertheless
linearly independent


Theorem �� There exists an algorithm solving the iden�

tity problem for Lie algebras with homogeneous sets of

de�ning relations�

Proof� Let us choose some homogeneous set S in the al�
gebra L
 If the set S is not reduced	 then it is possible
to replace it with an already reduced set S�	 such that
hSi � hS�i
 Indeed	 if si	 si � S	 appears as a subword of
some word sj 	 sj � S	 then it is possible to construct an
element s� of the ideal hsii	 such that s� � sj 	 so instead
of the element sj 	 we consider the element s�j � sj � s�


The proof that the process of reduction �nishes in a ��
nite number of steps coincides with the proof of ��	 Lemma
�
 It is obvious that	 in addition	 the resulting set S� will
consist of homogeneous elements
 Since the composition
of homogeneous elements is homogeneous	 it ful�lls the
requirement of the de�nition of stability for degrees
 It
is also obvious that in a �nite number of steps	 it is pos�
sible to write out all of the elements of the set S� whose
degree does not exceed the degree of some given element
t � L
 In addition	 it may be necessary to carry out the
process of reduction on the sets obtained from the set S�
by adjoining the composition of these or other elements

The proof is �nished as in Theorem �


Theorem � �on freeness�� Let L� be a Lie algebra with

a set R of generators and with one de�ning relation s � �
on the left side which contains the generator a�� Then the

subalgebra L�

�� generated by the set R� a� in the algebra

L�� is free�

Proof� Except for the natural ordering of regular words	
we consider the following ordering on the component ba�
sis of the free Lie algebra L
 The regular word u will be
regarded as greater than the regular word v if the gen�
erators a� contained in the word u are greater than the
number one
 If in fact the a� contained in u and v are
equal to the number one	 then these words are �rst com�
pared by degree	 and in the case of equal degrees	 by the
usual lexicographic comparison of the words u and v
 The
associative word s	 corresponding to the leading term of
the element s in the sense of this new ordering	 may not
coincide with the word s
 Repeating the argument using
the proof of Lemma � and based on Lemma �	 we come to
the assertion that the element t belongs to the ideal hsi if
and only if the word s appears as a subword of the word
t
 Since the generators a� are contained in a component
of the word s	 it follows that the subalgebra L� has empty
intersection with the ideal hsi
 This is equivalent to the
assertion of the theorem
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